
CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF ORION
PLANNING COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 2021 - 7:00 PM
ORION COMMUNITY CENTER

1335 JOSLYN ROAD
LAKE ORION, MI 48360

1. OPEN MEETING
2. ROLL CALL
3. MINUTES

A. 08-04-2021 Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes
B. 07-29-2021 Township Board of Trustees, Planning Commission, Zoning Board of Appeals & 
Corridor Improvement Authority Joint Meeting, Special Meeting Minutes

4. AGENDA REVIEW AND APPROVAL
5. BRIEF PUBLIC COMMENT - NON-AGENDA ITEMS ONLY
6. CONSENT AGENDA
7. NEW BUSINESS

A. PC-2021-62 Candid Inc. Ord. 154 Application, located at 163 Premier Drive (parcel number 09-
35-476-001).
B. PC-2021-65, Township Initiated Text Amendment to Ordinance 78, 2021 Ordinance Updates

8. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. PC-2021-07, 5-Year Master Plan Update

9. PUBLIC COMMENTS
10. COMMUNICATIONS
11. PLANNERS REPORT/EDUCATION
12. COMMITTEE REPORTS
13. FUTURE PUBLIC HEARINGS

A. 9-1-2021, at 7:05 pm: PC-2021-63, Meijer Inc. #680, Special Land Use request for 24-hour 
operation, located at 1107 S. Lapeer Road, parcel number 09-14-226-008 and unaddressed parcel 
number 09-14-226-001 (surrounded by parcel 09-14-226-008).

14. CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS
15. COMMISSIONERS' COMMENTS
16. ADJOURNMENT

In the spirit of compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals with a disability should feel free to 
contact Penny S. Shults, Clerk, at (248) 391-0304, ext. 4001, at least seventy-two hours in advance of the meeting to 
request accommodations.
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CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF ORION PLANNING COMMISSION 
* * * * * A G E N D A  * * * * * 

REGULAR MEETING – WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 2021 - 7:00 P.M. 
ORION COMMUNITY CENTER  

1335 JOSLYN ROAD, LAKE ORION, MI  48360  

1. OPEN  MEETING 
 
2. ROLL  CALL 
 
3.  MINUTES  

A. 08-04-21, Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes 
B. 07-29-21, Township Board of Trustees, Planning Commission, Zoning Board of Appeals & 

Corridor Improvement Authority Joint Meeting, Special Meeting Minutes  
    
4.  AGENDA  REVIEW  AND  APPROVAL 
 
5.  BRIEF  PUBLIC  COMMENT – NON-AGENDA  ITEMS ONLY 
 
6.  CONSENT AGENDA  

   
7.  NEW BUSINESS 
    

A. PC-2021-62, Candid Inc. Ord. 154 Application, located at 163 Premier Drive 
(parcel number 09-35-476-001). 

B. PC-2021-65, Township Initiated Text Amendment to Ordinance 78, 2021 
Ordinance Updates 
 

8.  UNFINISHED BUSINESS  
A. PC-2021-07, 5-Year Master Plan Update 

 
9.  PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 
10. COMMUNICATIONS 
 
11.  PLANNERS REPORT/EDUCATION 
   
12. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
13. FUTURE PUBLIC HEARINGS 

A.  9-1-2021, at 7:05 p.m., PC-2021-63, Meijer Inc. #680, Special Land Use request for 24-
hour operation, located at 1107 S. Lapeer Road, parcel number 09-14-226-008 and 
unaddressed parcel number 09-14-226-001 (surrounded by parcel 09-14-226-008). 

 
14. CHAIRMAN’S COMMENTS 
 
15. COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENTS 
 
16. ADJOURNMENT 
 
 
 
 
In the spirit of compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals with a 
disability should feel free to contact the Township at least seventy-two hours in advance of 
the meeting when requesting accommodations. 
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CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF ORION PLANNING COMMISSION
******  MINUTES  ******

REGULAR MEETING, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 2021

The Charter Township of Orion Planning Commission held a regular meeting on Wednesday, August 4, 
2021, at 7:00pm at the Orion Township Community Center, 1335 Joslyn Rd., Lake Orion, Michigan 48360

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT 
Scott Reynolds, Chairman Don Walker, PC Rep to ZBA 
Don Gross, Vice-Chairman Kim Urbanowski, BOT Rep to PC   
Joe St. Henry, Secretary Derek Brackon, Commission
Jessica Gingell, Commissioner

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS ABSENT:
None.

1.  OPEN MEETING
Chairman Reynolds opened the meeting at 7:00 pm.

2.  ROLL CALL
As noted

CONSULTANTS PRESENT:
Rodney Arroyo, (Township Planner) of Giffels Webster
Eric Pietsch, (Township Planner) of Giffels Webster (Via GoToMeeting)
Mark Landis (Township Engineer) of Orchard, Hiltz, and McCliment, Inc.
Tammy Girling, Township Planning & Zoning Director

OTHERS PRESENT:
Bennett Donaldson
Steve Schaar
 
3.  MINUTES 
A. 07-21-21, Planning Commission Workshop Meeting Minutes
B. 07-21-21, Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes
C. 07-21-21, PC-2021-55, Lava Mountain Location Rezone Request Public Hearing Minutes
Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Walker to approve all three sets of 
minutes, as submitted. Motion carried

4.  AGENDA REVIEW AND APPROVAL
Moved by Secretary St. Henry, seconded by Trustee Urbanowski, to approve the agenda as 
presented.  Motion carried

5.  BRIEF PUBLIC COMMENT – NON-AGENDA ITEMS ONLY
None

6.  CONSENT AGENDA
None

7.  NEW BUSINESS

A. PC-2021-59, NTBS Site Plan Modification, located at 4601 Liberty Drive S., (parcel 09-34-
300-016) and unaddressed parcel 09-34-100-016 (a parcel north of 4601 Liberty Drive S.)

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Gingell, that the Planning 
Commission table item 7A for later in the agenda. (Discussion moved under 8A)
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Roll call vote was as follows:  Walker, yes; Brackon, yes; St. Henry, yes; Gross, yes; 
Urbanowski, yes; Gingell, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

8.  UNFINISHED BUSINESS  
PC-2021-56, Esys Consolidation Project Wetland & Site Plan, located at new unaddressed 
parcel 09-33-426-055 (west of 1465 Brown Rd.)

Mr. Bennett Donaldson 37610 Hills Tech Dr., Farmington Hills, MI, presented.

Mr. Donaldson stated that he was the developer for the project with JB Donaldson Co.

Mr. Donaldson said he thought that they had addressed most of the issues that were brought up 
in the previous Planning Commission meeting.  He said the slopes, front yard slopes, paving 
details, and parking, he thought all were addressed to meet the Planning Departments’ 
requirements.

Planner Arroyo read through his 2nd site plan review date-stamped July 29, 2021.

Engineer Landis read through his wetland review date-stamped August 3, 2021.

Engineer Lands read through his 2nd site plan review date-stamped August 4, 2021.

Chairman Reynolds stated that they had other reviews from other departments.  The Fire 
Marshal has approved the recommended approval with requirements, some hydrant location 
changes.  There were no comments from the Public Service review.

Vice-Chairman Gross stated that at the meeting there were three or four items that were listed 
as the reason for postponing any action.  He thanked both Engineer Landis and the 
contractor/developer for their expeditious response, recognizing that this was going to be a fast-
paced project. He added that the things that they were concerned about, in addition to the 
wetlands, were the slope considerations, the parking arrangements and the number of parking 
spaces, the setback from the wetland area, and the pavement cross-section standards, were 
the items that they had initially had some concerns with.  They had previous discussions about 
the trash compactor versus a dumpster, and he thought that they had come to a conclusion that 
the compactor was preferred over an outdoor dumpster.  He said that the developer had also 
indicated that the irrigation in the front yard would be noted on the site plan and it would be 
incorporated.  He was pleased with the quick turnaround that took place, and it appeared that 
they addressed all of those issues.

Chairman Reynolds agreed with Vice-Chairman Gross.  He thought that a couple of the items 
could be administratively addressed.  He was in support of the trash compactor they had that 
discussion last time.  He said he would be in support of the traffic improvements occurring but 
allowing them to be deferred, he thought it made sense to do it when it is going to fit together.  
He asked the applicant if they have any issue with that essentially implementing what was 
recommended by the traffic impact study but allowing it to be deferred with the rest of the 
improvements on Brown Rd?   

Mr. Donaldson replied regarding the traffic study, they can show them on the plans, they have 
been talking to the County about it, their plan is 2023 to redo Brown Rd. so everyone agreed 
that it would make sense to do those improvements at that time.  He added that they have been 
talking to the Township about creating an escrow or something to ensure that those 
improvements do get made, and they are just going to document that.  He said that on the plans 
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he thought that they would have a note on there that this work is going to be deferred.  Engineer 
Landis replied that he finds that acceptable.

Commissioner Walker said that he thought everything was covered, and they did a great job.

Chairman Reynolds thanked the team members, OHM, Planning & Zoning Director Girling, 
Giffles Webster for turning around quickly the review.  He knew that the applicant worked some 
late hours trying to get this turned around.  Mr. Donaldson said without everyone’s help it 
wouldn’t have happened.

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Walker, that the Planning 
Commission approve the wetland permit for PC-2021-56, for the property located at 1427 
Brown Rd. (parcel 09-34-300-002) and vacant parcel west of 1427 Brown Rd. (09-33-426-039) 
for plans date stamped received 7/26/21 based on the following finds of facts:  that the wetland 
area on the site is roughly 32-acres, it has 3-impact zones of which the impact zones are 
minimal, being less than 1/10 of an acre each; the 25-wetland buffer has been documented on 
the site plan; the wetland application that .13-acres of the wetland mitigation are proposed for 
the site in response to the permanent impacts of the wetland; the applicant is proposing to 
purchase mitigation bank credits in place of the remaining wetland in a conservation easement; 
based upon that and the OHM review of August 3, 2021, he recommends the approval of the 
wetland permit.

Discussion on the motion:

Commissioner said he would support that if the motion maker includes the three items in 
the OHM review letter on page 5, giving their opinion with regard to their proposed 
improvements.  He read them, “In our opinion, the proposed improvements are unlikely 
to pollute, impair, or destroy the exiting wetland; in their opinion”; “the proposed land use 
is consistent with the zoning of the property and the proposed methods of construction 
are the least impactful to the wetland and nature features of the site”; “it is our opinion 
the requirements of the Wetlands Protection Ordinance are being met”.

Vice-Chairman Gross amended his motion, Commissioner Walker re-supported, to include the 
three items in the OHM review letter on page 5.

Roll call vote was as follows:  St. Henry, yes; Urbanowski, yes; Brackon, yes; Walker, yes; 
Gross, yes; Gingell, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Gingell, that the Planning 
Commission grants a trash enclosure requirement waiver for PC-2021-56, Esys Consolidation 
Project Site Plan, for plans date stamped received 7/26/21, base on the finding that the trash 
removal is being placed within a trash compactor versus a trash enclosure, and it will benefit the 
property and the surrounding properties as well.

Roll call vote was as follows:  Urbanowski, yes; Gross, yes; St. Henry, yes; Walker, yes; 
Bracken, yes; Gingell, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

Moved by Vice-Chairman Gross, seconded by Commissioner Walker, that the Planning 
Commission grants site plan approval for PC-2021-56, Esys Consolidation Project Site Plan, 
located at 1427 Brown Rd. (parcel 09-34-300-002) and vacant parcel west of 1427 Brown Rd. 
(09-33-426-039) for plans date stamped received 7/26/21 based on the following findings of 
fact: the issues that were previously addressed by the Township Engineer have been 
adequately resolved relative to the slope considerations, retaining walls being provided, the 
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parking areas being identified appropriately, this also includes 8 EV charging stations;  the 
wetland setback is in excess of 25-ft., and new pavement section standards have been 
appropriately satisfied; this project with all of those considerations does comply with the Zoning 
Ordinance requirements;  there is a rendered elevation and he would request that be included 
as part of the approval, and thanked the Engineer, Planners, and the developer for their due-
diligence in this.  This approval is based on the following condition:  that the developer place an 
escrow fund for the future road improvements to be conducted by the Road Commission for 
Oakland County in 2023 which represents the road improvements necessary to service this 
project.

Discussion on the motion:

Chairman Reynolds said that they addressed the traffic concerns but thought that the 
engineering plan was being designed in accordance, so the three conditions per OHM’s 
review, plus they need to include the Fire Marshal’s conditions.  If they include the three 
conditions at the bottom of August 3rd, he did in the motion refer to number one, but he 
thought that two and three are important.  He thought that the Fire Marshal’s comments 
from his review of August 3, 2021, about relocating a hydrant were important.

Vice-Chairman Gross asked if the fire hydrant revision was placed on the revised plans?  
Chairman Reynolds replied no.  

Vice-Chairman Gross amended his motion, Commissioner Walker re-supported, to include 
within the motion the Fire Marshal’s requirement for fire hydrant locations to be revised 
accordingly based upon his letter of August 3, 2021.  That the engineering plans be designed in 
accordance with Ordinance #78 Stormwater Management Soil Erosion, and Sedimentation 
Control Ordinance #139, and the Township Engineering Standards submitted to the Township 
for review and approval prior to construction.  A detailed cost estimate for the improvements 
shall be submitted with the plans signed and sealed by the design engineer.  There were no 
comments from the Public Service Department.  Also, that the plans be revised to incorporate 
the requirement for off-site improvements to be completed and added to the plan. Escrow for 
the required turn lane and right turn lane taper to be completed at a later date via an escrow; the 
engineering plans be submitted for item #3 on OHM’s review letter dated August 3rd and 
agreeing to meet the Fire Marshal’s requirements per his letter on August 3rd.

Roll call vote was as follows:  Gross, yes; St. Henry, yes; Urbanowski, yes; Walker, yes; 
Gingell, yes; Brackon, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

7.  NEW BUSINESS 

A. PC-2021-59, NTBS Site Plan Modification, located at 4601 Liberty Drive S., (parcel 09-34-
300-016) and unaddressed parcel 09-34-100-016 (a parcel north of 4601 Liberty Drive S.)

(Moved below 8A due to the applicant being late)

Mr. Steve Schaar director of operations for NTBS Properties, a new member of their team for 
the last 2 months.

Mr. Schaar said he was there to present the site plan revisions.

Mr. Schaar stated that they have noticed that there were quite a few items that they need to 
gain alignment and then ensure corrections for the improvements made on the site plan as they 
are moving forward with the temporary CEO and proceeding with those items through 
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inspections with Fire Marshal Jeff Williams and BFS over the last couple of weeks.  As they look 
at the overall site plan, they are going to see a word document that spells out each item that 
they found dating back to May 2019, for items that do not reflect what is currently in their 
possession for their 4601 Liberty Dr. location.  He added as they look at it, they will show them 
the significant improvements to the landscaping plan for what they saw in May of 2019. A lot of 
those items were additional coverage or greenery to the overall landscape for items that were 
then added for support of the cannabis cultivation facility in terms of, the mechanical facilities on 
their east wall.  On the north side of the wall, there is going to be two make-up air units, as well 
as, a concrete path that they will be presenting to the group that reflects a break area for their 
team members, and a freshly seeded and sodded landscape for the green area that reflects on 
that drawing.  On the west side, down at 6’oclock, they are going to see a concrete pad there for 
CO2 gas, that CO2 gas is essentially part of the feeding supply for their plants and growing, 
there was a concrete pad that was listed there.  On the east side of the facility the parking lot 
space, everything stripped, they did want to draw their attention to the SE corner where there is 
a dumpster location that has been moved to better service the facilities to come in and empty 
their dumpsters.  Overall, the breakout behind these details is reflective of feedback from 
services that were either coming to the site and or, feedback through the commission over the 
last 90 days with requested improvements.  The most significate item that they would be 
working through is the generator.  He wanted to inform the commission on learning, that they 
were on an easement, there are two items that they want to make sure that they are aligned 
with, with this group in just full transparency, is they have talked with DTE, they have a verbal 
approval for the current site location where the generator sits today with DTE just based on 
feedback they have on their account as well as being their future customer.  They do know that 
there may be some things that they need to address now, specific to how they want to address 
that with this commission moving forward.

Planner Arroyo read through his review date stamped August 4, 2021.

Engineer Landis stated that they didn’t do a formal review as most of the comments were 
planning-related.  He said that they did make note that the generator was smack dab over the 
center of the sanitary sewer and within the Township easement, and the proposed light poles 
are just inside of the easement, as well, they are asking that both of those be relocated outside 
of the easement.

Chairman Reynolds said that they also had reviews from the Fire Marshal, there were no 
additional comments, they recommended approval.  The Public Works Service Director Jeff 
Stout echoed comments from OHM, the plans show a generator on the east side of the building 
the generator is directly above the sewer main and in the easement.  The generator location 
must be moved to another location as it cannot be above the main or in the easement.

Chairman Reynolds said that they have some items that were missing on trees, landscaping, 
the dumpster, the generator, and lighting.

Mr. Schaar said he apologized for the conceptual and the site plan malignment between those 
two items, it is the transition from their previous engineer to what they are doing currently. Eric 
Sawswhit (sp?) has the drawings, they can just add that in a separate auto CAD layer.  He can 
ensure that is done extremely fast it won’t take long to reflect what is currently out there on a 
site plan drawing.  He added that the lights, he will dig into the cut-sheets and find out what 
exactly they are missing there.  He asked who the person that he needed to ensure alignment 
with?  Chairman Reynolds said this would all be at site plan approval, per the ordinance, there 
are the general provisions in which fixtures and lighting requirements need to meet.  He thought 
that if he went through specifically the review letter from Giffels Webster they outline some of 
the sections as it speaks to landscaping, lighting in a similar manner, fully shielded downward 
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lite, in section 27.11.  Mr. Schaar said that they will make those changes as necessary if they 
have to change out illumines, and it sounds like there was an encroachment on the east side, 
they will take a look at that.  He added that for both generator and anything that is encroaching 
on easement they are in the process of getting an engineering review to ensure that they do it 
correctly and they put it in the correct spot this time.  They will do that from a perspective of due 
diligence upon learning these things.  They will tie that in, as well as, any other moves that they 
need to make.  They can put things in escrow if they needed to, to help to solidify their 
commitment there as they go through the engineering study and make due corrections there.  
There is an 8” pad it is a pretty significant size power generator, so they want to make sure that 
they put it in the right spot and then provide the appropriate coverage for greenspace.

Chairman Reynolds asked if there had been any exploration, light poles being in an easement is 
one thing but a generator, has there been any exploration of that fitting somewhere else or 
where that might go outside of the easement?  Mr. Schaar said that the intent since they have 
the other green space, would be proposing what would be on the NE corner, so they would 
have to redo what is on that NE corner where they have the other power supply coming in.  So, 
those are all underground electric items that were set up from where they receive their supply, 
they would move that more adjacent to the facility.  He thought that the location for where it was 
at, he didn’t know where they came from, they want to correct it and engage building officials, as 
well as, the Fire Department for where they would place that.  They are engaged with DTE, they 
are coming out and they are going to have a site review with them and then they would close 
out that item with whomever they need to from a Township standpoint.  He thought it was a $60-
80,000 move, so this is a very serious line, it provides all of their life safety supports, so they 
would have to rent other items while they run the facility to connect in, those are things that they 
can accomplish.  It would be at least 30-60 days to get the detail review necessary to complete 
that.  

Chairman Reynolds said their concerns are not with DTE there are with zoning requirements 
and obviously public easements and sewer easements and general requirements that they 
have.  He asked if there has been any forward thought on the lighting in the sense of 
photometric?  Mr. Schaar replied yes; if they are missing illumines, they can make those 
changes very quickly.

Commissioner Brackon said that the dumpster issue is it just has to get moved to the rear of the 
building.  He asked if that was acceptable?  Mr. Schaar said if they are looking at the SW corner 
of their site which is right where the Fire Department connects, that is where the Fire Marshal 
asked them to move it, so they moved that Fire Department connection for a hose if they ever 
needed to was right on that corner. If they look at that they bring it down right at a 45-degree 
angle on the west side and then if they cut it right down the middle then they have another 
portion of it that is on the south side of it.  As they are putting that dumpster there, when they 
say move it, as they look at the terrain and the overall site, he asked if they are looking for them 
to move it further north on the site plan?  Planner Arroyo replied yes.  Mr. Schaar asked if he 
drew a vertical line straight down on the SW corner if they don’t violate that plan, whatever that 
latitude/longitude is and it is to the other side of it there would not be an issue?  Chairman 
Reynolds said it needs to be in the rear yard, so, it is not acceptable in the side yard either.  He 
added that the front yard is established by what is the road frontage.  The issue here is it is in 
the front yard which is not per the ordinance requirements, it can’t even be in a side yard it 
needs to be in the rear.  Mr. Schaar questioned if it has to beyond the end of the building?  
Planner Arroyo replied correct.  

Chairman Reynolds said that there is the opportunity to seek a variance per our ordinance 
requirements that is where they ask dumpster to be located.  Secretary St. Henry said they don’t 8
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want them out front as people are driving by and seeing it, they want them back behind the 
building.

Chairman Reynolds thought that there seemed to be a lot of things in play here especially when 
they are talking about a very large generator, a dumpster enclosure, lighting, it seems like they 
have to see where some of this stuff falls in his perspective.

Trustee Urbanowski said that the concrete patio has to be moved off of this sanitary sewer 
space, right.  Mr. Schaar said that would be part of the demolition and relocation.  Trustee 
Urbanowski replied that they weren’t sure where it is going to go.  Mr. Schaar said that they 
want to do it right so he didn’t want to speak of where it is moving but if he is looking at it now, 
he is envisioning that it is going to be at a safe distance for the fire route closer to the building.  
Having it as far away as it is from the building, he didn’t know why it was placed there just from 
that perspective.  They will dig in with another engineering firm to gain alignment and meet all 
ordinances in the relocation.  Trustee Urbanowski stated that she had no doubt but it was hard 
to say yes to a site plan when they don’t know where it is going to go.  Mr. Schaar said it made 
sense for it to move almost 10-degrees north and due west to be within the location of the 
building where all of the other utilities and municipal items are.  He walked it out and it would fit 
there. He added that as they make that move, he wanted to make sure that they are 100% clear 
of the easement on that corner of the generator and the pad that would be poured for it.  They 
still see it, what would then be on the east side of the building, after a cursory review.  

Chairman Reynolds felt a postponement was appropriate because there is a lot of things that 
play here that they need to see some resolutions to or at least thought on where they need to 
head.  He said that there are ordinance requirements on each of these, he deferred them to 
Giffels Webster’s review, specific to, he thought the major concerns where the items located 
within the easements and overtop of sewer items and mains, landscaping – they are missing 
some detailed information that is required by ordinance, documentation that speaks to 
screening that additional mechanical equipment, the dumpster – if there is not a solution to that 
at least a commitment to that that there would be an opportunity for them to move forward to 
deny so they could seek a variance if there wasn’t a solution, they would prefer it meets 
ordinance requirements, trees, dumpster, generator, and lighting.  He thought that there was a 
hand full of items, cut-sheets, lumens at property lines, things like that that they typically see 
here in review.

Mr. Schaar asked about the commit that Chairman Reynolds mentioned, with regards to a 
variance specific to those items?  Chairman Reynolds replied that they did have a right to seek 
a variance if they denied them their dumpster location, they do have the right to go to the ZBA to 
seek a variance in order to find that acceptable.  In that case, they do have the right to go seek 
a variance but if they were denied that variance it would still have to meet ordinance 
requirements.

Planning & Zoning Director Girling said that if the applicant doesn’t think they are able to move it 
and they want to keep it where it is at and go for that variance, it takes a month to get on an 
agenda.  So, if they know concretely tonight that they are going to want to go for that variance 
then the Planning Commission should deny the dumpster so they have the ability in the 
meantime while they are fixing the plans for the other things to get that month started.  If they 
are not sure they just lose that month.  Mr. Schaar said he was looking at the landscape of the 
lot and where everything is built, but if they were standing where the dumpster was and they 
were looking at the rest of the lot they are going to see the entire slope go at a 30-40 degree 
away from that.  If they were to say that they are going to move a dumpster, there is no truck 
that can drive on a 30-degree slope, that is where there are some challenges to the overall site 
plan.  Chairman Reynolds said that they are asking them to come back with the revisions if that 
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was going to be an item that either way they were going to come back with, they would have a 
motion tonight to deny them that dumpster location which gives them the right to go for an 
appeal which is a month-long process.  If that is the location that they have explored but again 
per the ordinance requirements they ask those dumpsters to be in the rear yard for all 
properties.  They do have that right with undue hardship to seek a variance that would allow a 
different opportunity.  Mr. Schaar said if they were to ask him where is the back of the building, 
he would say on the west side, the way the building is designed, the way that the material flows, 
there are no doors on the back of their building which is the west side.  He added that the north 
wall is not the back of the building it is more of a side, but the back of the building has no entry 
into the building.  That is where there may have been some confusion on the back.  Chairman 
Reynolds said some of this is technically per ordinance versus where the most major 
thoroughfare is adjacent in the property.  He said if he is understanding this correctly, they have 
a desire to postpone but there was discussion that that is where the dumpster enclosure might 
need to remain.  

Chairman Reynolds said they are looking for postponement on the site plan to resolve the open 
issues except for meeting the requirement of the dumpster enclosure.

Planning & Zoning Director Girling thought it would be a motion to deny the location of the 
dumpster.

Moved by Trustee Urbanowski, seconded by Commissioner Gingell, that the Planning 
Commission denies the dumpster location for PC-2021-59, NTBS located at 4601 Liberty Dr. 
(parcel #09-34-300-016) and unaddressed parcel 09-34-100-016 for plans date stamped 
received 7/14/2021.

Roll call vote was as follows:  Walker, yes; St. Henry, yes; Gross, yes; Gingell, yes; Brackon, 
yes; Urbanowski, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

Commissioner Walker asked if the petitioner wants to postpone their action on his request for 
some time in the future.  Mr. Schaar replied yes; the primary item is the generator, the other 
items he felt could be easily resolved, in terms of, what it would take to get the details for the 
miss, it will not be repeated again.  Commissioner Walker said he just wanted to make sure that 
they understand what they are requesting and then they will vote on the request.  So, his 
request for other than the denial that they gave him, they are requesting them to postpone 
action on the remainder of their petition to a future date, is that correct?  Mr. Schaar replied yes.

Moved by Commissioner Walker, seconded by Commission Brackon, that the Planning 
Commission postpones site plan approval for PC-2021-59, NTBS Site Plan Modification, 
located at 4601 Liberty Drive (parcel #09-34-300-016) and unaddressed parcel 09-34-100-016 
(a parcel north of 4601 Liberty Drive) for plans date stamped received 7/14/21.  This denial is 
based on the following reasons:  it is the petitioner’s request that they postpone this based upon 
a number of items that he has heard from tonight, primarily from the Planner, but also from the 
Engineer, and questions from the Commission to a future date.

Roll call vote was as follows:  St. Henry, yes; Gingell, yes; Brackon, yes; Urbanowski, yes; 
Walker, yes; Gross, yes; Reynolds, yes. Motion carried 7-0 

9.  PUBLIC COMMENTS
None.

10.  COMMUNICATIONS
None.
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11. PLANNERS REPORTS/EDUCATION
Planning & Zoning Director Girling said knowing that the next meeting they have the 6 o’clock 
and then they will have a light agenda, she asked Planner Arroyo if this was a meeting that they 
might want tables?  Because there was a one-time saying, depending on what they are talking 
about it might be easier if they were around tables and pointing at areas, she asked Planner 
Arroyo to let her know.

12.  COMMITTEE REPORTS
None.

13.  FUTURE PUBLIC HEARINGS
None.

14. CHAIRMAN’S COMMENTS
Chairman Reynolds thanked the expeditious reviews tonight. He really appreciated the direction 
that Giffels Webster’s reviews were clear and easy to read especially when there is a lot of 
things in play, it is helpful.  He added that he looks forward and encouraged everyone to 
continue to have people come out to their Master Plan discussions even though it is a 
Workshop it is still open to all. 

15.  COMMISSIONERS’ COMMENTS
Secretary St. Henry said that he hoped over the next few months that they do get more input.  
They had a joint meeting where they talked a little about the Master Plan with the BOT and 
other folks, he didn’t get a clear sense of where Supervisor Barnett and his team were where 
they wanted to see the Township go.  Supervisor Barnett mentioned something about not being 
development crazy but besides that, they got very little feedback.  He wanted more vision and 
thought from the BOT and where they see this Township headed over the next five years so 
they are not developing this with the Planner in a vacuum. 

16.  ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Trustee Urbanowski, seconded by Commissioner Gingell to adjourn the meeting at 
8:08 p.m.  Motion carried.

Respectfully submitted,

Debra Walton
PC/ZBA Recording Secretary _____________________________
Charter Township of Orion Planning Commission Approve Date
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CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF ORION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, PLANNING COMMISSION,

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS & CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY
 SPECIAL JOINT MEETING – THURSDAY, JULY 29, 2021

The Charter Township of Orion held a Special Joint Meeting with the Board of Trustees, Planning Commission, 
Zoning Board of Appeals, and the Corridor Improvement Authority on Thursday, July 29, 2021, at 12:04 p.m. at 
the Orion Community Center, 1335 Joslyn Road, Lake Orion, Michigan 48360.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBERS PRESENT:
Chris Barnett, Supervisor Kim Urbanowski, Trustee/BOT Rep. to PC
Penny Shults, Clerk Brian Birney, Trustee
Donni Steele, Treasurer Julia Dalrymple, Trustee
Mike Flood, Trustee/BOT Rep. to ZBA

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBERS ABSENT:
None.

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT:
Scott Reynolds, Chairman                                      Kim Urbanowski, BOT Rep. to PC
Don Gross, Vice-Chairman Joe St. Henry, Secretary
Jessica Gingell, Commissioner Derek Brackon, Commissioner

PLANNING COMMISSION MEMBERS ABSENT:
Don Walker, PC Rep. to ZBA

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MEMBERS PRESENT:
Mike Flood, BOT Rep. to ZBA Diane Dunaskiss, ZBA Member
James Kerby, Alternate

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MEMBERS ABSENT:
Dan Durham, Chairman          Tony Cook, Vice-Chairman
Don Walker, PC Rep. to ZBA

CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY PRESENT:
Chris Barnett, Supervisor          Donni Steele, Treasurer
JoAnn Van Tassel, CIA Secretary          Dan Dewey

CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY ABSENT:
H. Scott Bicknell
Bill Krausmann
Jeff Schmitz

CONSULTANTS PRESENT:
Dan Kelly (Attorney) of The Kelly Firm, PLC
Brittney Ellis (Attorney) of The Kelly Firm, PLC
Rod Arroyo (Township Planner) of Giffels Webster
Mark Landis (Township Engineer) with OHM
Gary Roberts, (Economic Development) of Strategic Communications Solutions

OTHERS PRESENT:
Tammy Girling, Planning & Zoning Director David Goodloe, Building Official
Lynn Harrison, Planning & Zoning Coordinator Al Daisley, Ordinance Enforcement Officer12



Debra Walton, Planning & Zoning Clerk Kirk Larson, Ordinance Enforcement Officer
Courtney Keisman, Planning & Zoning Clerk Dan Toth, Lieutenant
Samantha Timko, Chief Assistant to Supervisor 

CALL TO ORDER AND INTRODUCTIONS
Supervisor Barnett called the joint special meeting to order at 12:04 p.m.  Supervisor Barnett thanked 
the staff and volunteer members that were present. Supervisor Barnett asked everyone in attendance 
to introduce themselves.

NEW BUSINESS
Township Planner Arroyo gave an update on the Master Plan status.

PERFORMANCE GURANTEES
Supervisor Barnett pointed out that developers have inquired about accepting bonds instead of Letter of 
Credits or cash for required guarantees.  He also mentioned that the Township currently requires a 
Performance Guarantee of fifty (50) percent of the total cost to build.

Engineer Landis weighed in.  He commented on some of the problems that have occurred in the City of 
Auburn Hills.

Planning and Zoning Director Girling commented that developers are warned up front about the 
Performance Guarantee amount and that it has to be in the form of an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or 
cash.  Obtaining that fee is what often slows down or stalls a development.  

Township Planner Arroyo explained accepting bonds are sometimes unstable.  Planner Arroyo 
suggested doing some research to come up with specific bonding companies that are “strong”.

Supervisor Barnett commented that he is hearing from developers that our policy is really strict.

CIA Secretary Van Tassel suggested that if developers are offered the option of submitting a bond to 
cover their guarantees, that they be given bond company options the Township has researched and are 
okay with.

Gary Roberts concurred with CIA Secretary Van Tassel’s suggestion.

Planning and Zoning Director Girling asked Township Attorney Kelly if we can treat one developer 
different than another?  Attorney Kelly replied, yes.

Supervisor Barnett commented that he doesn’t want to be the most lenient and suggested looking into 
what other communities are doing.

Building Official Goodloe stated that having a guarantee is a good tool to make sure things get done.

It was decided to form an ADHOC committee to research this topic.  Tony Kerby, Derek Brackon, Gary 
Roberts, Chris Barnett and Scott Reynolds volunteered to be on the committee with assistance from the 
Kelly Firm and OHM.  Scott Reynolds would head up the committee.

FENCES
Planning and Zoning Director Girling explained the issue regarding fences and them being allowed on 
someone’s property line if the fence is 4-ft. tall or having to meet district setbacks if the fence is 6-ft tall.  
The result being many cases are going to the ZBA to deter from 6-ft. fences having to meet property 
setbacks.  The issue was discussed recently at the Planning Commission.
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Trustee Flood said he was not opposed to keeping the current language but to put some “teeth” in it.  
He suggested that the Township possibly require a homeowner to get a survey and to come up with 
some specific criteria a homeowner has to comply with such as putting the nice side facing out, that it 
has to be gated, etc.

Planning & Zoning Director Girling said that whatever criteria is agreed upon has to be in the Ordinance 
to alleviate the number of cases that go to the ZBA.

Planning Commission Chairman Reynolds detailed the Planning Commission discussions and agreed 
with supplementing the Ordinance.  He also suggested that being we are in the process of updating the 
Master Plan, it would be a good time to “look at the bigger picture”.  Chairman Reynolds proposed the 
process that if neighbors can come to an agreement, then there is no need for a survey.

Planning & Zoning Director Girling asked the question, what happens if two neighbors choose to both 
put up 6-ft. fences each adhering to a 10-ft. setback? They then would have a large strip of land 
between the two.

Ordinance Enforcement Officer Daisley stated that he gets complaints from residents about the grass.

CIA Secretary Van Tassel explained that the problem is putting a fence anywhere on the property and 
not knowing exactly where the property line actually is.  She suggested a stake survey should be 
required for both 4-ft. and 6-ft. fences.

Township Clerk Shults said there must be a reason why there are so many requests for fences.  She 
advised that’s the problem that needs to be addressed.

Commissioner Brackon suggested giving the ZBA the authority to grant “group variances” such as for 
the resent request presented by residents of the Keatington subdivision on Baldwin Road.

Township Attorney Kelly weighed in and stated that it has to be done through the Ordinance and each 
case has to be heard individually as a granted variance stays with the property.

Building Official Goodloe suggested increasing the fee to appear before the ZBA.

Township Planner Arroyo also suggested addressing this in the Master Plan by allowing or not allowing 
fences in certain corridors.

Trustee Flood proposed that we look at a moratorium.

ZBA Member Kerby gave the statistic that the ZBA approves 80% of all cases that come to them – they 
should only be approving 20%.      

Chairman Reynolds again encouraged addressing this within the Master Plan – obtain the Township’s 
idea of how certain corridors should look; to come up with a vision.  

It was decided to form another ADHOC committee to discuss this issue.  JoAnn Van Tassel, Al Daisley, 
Kirk Larson, David Goodloe, Mike Flood and Joe St. Henry volunteered. Ms. Van Tassel agreed to 
head up the committee.  

BROWN ROAD INNOVATION ZONE (BIZ)
Planning & Zoning Director Girling explained the difference between principle uses and ancillary uses 
with regards to this zoning district.  Currently developers cannot have an ancillary use without a 
principal use on a property.  Director Girling noted that the original intent was to fill in the “bowling alley” 
lots along this corridor.  She questioned whether or not to require the ancillary use or principle use first.  
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Director Girling suggested that maybe this can be a discussion by the Planning Commission based on 
the development as to provide more flexibility.

TREE SURVEYS
With regards to tree surveys, the Ordinance is not clear on this and should possibly be addressed with 
a text amendment.  It was suggested to wait until the Master Plan is done.  

It was suggested that a tree survey be required when a developer proposes building out the entire site.  

Building Official Goodloe suggested sending the issue to the ZBA for an interpretation.  

Planning & Zoning Director Girling proposed that someone looks at a site prior to the pre-application 
meeting to need a tree survey and then propose a plan.  Perhaps the applicant could pay a fee for an 
arborist to determine if landmark trees exist.  

Township Planner Arroyo concurred that there are a lot of issues with the way the Ordinance is written 
as it relates to this topic.

Director Girling asked if it would be appropriate to start looking at this language?

Planner Arroyo said, yes, to start setting some direction.

Dan Dewey stated that we can use his property as a test case.

BOARDBOOK
Planning & Zoning Director Girling asked if everybody likes Boardbook or should we start looking at 
some other meeting packet software?

Supervisor Barnett commented that when he conducts Township Board meetings, he actually 
downloads the packet from book into a PDF which is easier to use.  He suggested looking for training 
opportunities.

TOWNSHIP EMAILS
Supervisor Barnett strongly encouraged everyone to check their Township emails on a regular basis.  
Be sure to read them.  If anyone has questions or concerns about accessing their Township email, to 
contact David Raftery.  Dave is now the Township’s full-time IT/AV technician.  

Chief Assistant Timko noted that everyone with a Township email or Township issued device needs to 
take the online IT training course.

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Supervisor Barnett stated that hopefully everyone feels equipped enough when it comes to education 
and training - if not, to please reach out.  He gave a list of associated Township organizations that offer 
free classes or classes for a minimal fee such as MTA, MML, Oakland County, MAP, MSU etc.  He 
wants to make sure that there are plenty of opportunities for additional education and training.  If there 
is a class or training opportunity that someone wants to take, please let someone know.

Township Clerk Shults suggested a follow-up email to this meeting with a list of available websites. 

TRAINING
Township Attorney Kelly explained his Power Point presentation regarding meeting decorum.  He went 
in-depth about various topics including public hearings, motions, conditional approvals, ex-parte 
conversations and bylaws.  
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Attorney Kelly clarified the difference between a public hearing and a public meeting.  He made it clear 
what Board or Committee Members cannot do during public meetings.  

Attorney Kelly presented tips for a successful public hearing, a procedure on how to pass and amend a 
motion and what information should be included in a motion.  

Attorney Kelly briefly went over the Open Meetings Act and what is an ex-parte contact.  

OPEN DISCUSSION/FUTURE MEETING TOPICS
TREE SURVEYS
Supervisor Barnett suggested adding this topic to a future Planning Commission meeting.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m.

  
Respectfully submitted,

Courtney Keisman
PC/ZBA Clerk ____________________________
Charter Township of Orion Approval Date
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Charter Township of Orion 
Planning & Zoning Department 
2525 Joslyn Rd., Lake Orion MI 48360 
P: (248) 391-0304 ext. 5000; Fax (248) 391-1454   

  

 

 

TO:           The Charter Township of Orion Planning Commission  
 

FROM: Tammy Girling, Planning & Zoning Director  
 

DATE:  August 11, 2021 
 

RE:  PC-2021-62, Candid, Inc., Ordinance 154 Adult-Use Processor Facility  

 

As requested, I am providing suggested motions for the abovementioned project.  Please 
feel free to modify the language. The verbiage below could substantially change based 
upon the Planning Commissions findings of facts for the project. Any additional findings 
of facts should be added to the motion below.  

 
Ordinance #154 
 
I move to grant/not grant approval of the application, as required per Ord. #154, for PC-
2021-62, Candid, Inc., LLC, for an Adult-Use Processor facility, located at 163 Premier 
Dr., (parcel 09-35-476-001) based on the finds of fact that the operation does/does not 
meeting the following location requirements:  
• Is located in and IP zoning district 
• Is located in a building that meets all the distance requirements shown in Ord. 154 
• Is located in a building that has an ingress/egress road with less than 6,000 

vehicles/day. 
• Is located in a building that has an ingress/egress road that does not service as a 

road that also serves for residential zoning. 
 
If motion is grant approval - conditioned upon: 

 
1. The applicant meets all applicable Township Ordinances and promulgated 

standards of the Township and, prior to opening, shall demonstrate to the 
Township that it meets the rules and regulations promulgated by the State 
Marijuana Regulatory Agency (MRA).    
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* * * * * NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING * * * * * 

 

The Charter Township of Orion Planning Commission will hold a Public Hearing on 

Wednesday, September 1, 2021 at 7:05 pm, at the Orion Township Community Center, 1335 

Joslyn Road, Lake Orion, Michigan 48360, on the following matter: 
 

PC-2021-63, Meijer Inc. #680, Special Land Use request for 24-hour operation, 

located at 1107 S. Lapeer Road, parcel number 09-14-226-008 and unaddressed parcel 

number 09-14-226-001 (surrounded by parcel 09-14-226-008). 
 

If you are not able to attend, you may send correspondence to the Orion Township Hall, 2525 

Joslyn Rd. addressed to the Planning Commission to express your concerns and comments.  A 

copy of the proposed Special Land Use is on file in the Planning & Zoning Department office 

and the Township Clerk’s office and may be examined during normal business hours, 8:30 a.m. 

to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday until the date of the public hearing.  

 

Orion Township will provide necessary and reasonable auxiliary aids, and services for 

individuals with disabilities at the public hearing upon advance notice by writing or calling 

Penny S. Shults, Township Clerk, 2525 Joslyn Road, Lake Orion, Michigan 48360; (248) 391-

0304, ext. 4001.  Please contact the Clerk’s office at least 72 hours in advance of the public 

hearing.  

  

Scott Reynolds  

Planning Commission     

 

Penny S. Shults 

Township Clerk 
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